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A Study on Measures to Improve Eco-Friendly Technology
Certification (Green Certification) in Port Logistics

1. Purpose
While most industries in Korea present fairly systematic green certification
classification systems and certification levels, the port logistics area still has a room for
improvement in terms of institution and system.
The study aims to make institutional improvement in eco technology certification
system including green certified product in port logistics area, technology
classification system and technological level in order to facilitate the green port
logistics industry of Korea, to establish a ground to enter the global market with
leading technologies and to contribute to the identification of new future industries.

2. Methodologies and Features
1) Methodologies

Domestic and foreign literature investigation and internet search
- Certification authority’s classification system, certification level and procedures
are surveyed through domestic and foreign literature investigation and internet
search. It aims to analyze the current status of green technology at home and abroad,
the idea of green certification, institutional certification and management status.
In-depth interview and survey
- Administrative organizations executing green certification system, legal and
institutional experts, green technology developing port logistics companies, green
companies and certification applicants in the port logistics area are interviewed and
surveyed.
- The current status of green technology management in the port logistics area is
studied and the issues including problems and users’ institutional demands are
identified.
- A direction in the improvement of the Management Code on Green Certification
System in port logistics is identified.
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Expert planning committee and workshop
- Expert planning committees and workshops are held in various areas to find
and verify measures to improve the Management Code on Green Certification System
Application of technology classification system methodology
- Four different classification systems are applied for analysis, which include the
design-assembly type, the principle-application type, the plane arrangement-pluralistic
arrangement type and the enumeration-combination type.
2) Features

The study result is directly related with the 2015 revised Management Code on
Green Certification System in the port logistics area.
- The Management Code on Green Certification System will be revised based on
the new green certification improvement measures developed through a discussion
and agreement among green certification managers of the Korea Institute for the
Advancement of Technology and the Korea Institute of Marine Science & Technology
Promotion.

3. Results
1) Summary

Improvement of classification system for eco technology certification (green
certification)
- Under the green technology certification system, logistics is added to a bigger
category and the medium category is consisted of logistics equipment, logistics
facilities and logistics system.
- Based on this, the smaller category is composed of container
(quay/yard/transport vehicle), bulk (quay/yard/transport vehicle), storage facilities,
infrastructure and port logistics system.
- It identifies improvement measures for classification system, which will
encourage participation of more technology development companies of wider variety
and facilitate the green port logistics industries.
Improvement of green business certification classification system
- It provides improvement measures for the existing green business certification
classification systems under which port logistics were not included within its
categories and port logistics companies (388 container and bulk port operators) were
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unable to obtain a green port industry certificate.
- ‘Logistics system’ is added to the bigger category of the green business
certification area and introduction and distribution projects of ‘eco-friendly high
efficiency logistics facility’, ‘eco-friendly high efficiency logistics equipment’ and
‘eco-friendly high efficiency logistics IT’ are added to the medium category.
Improvement and complementation of green technology certification’s key
technologies
- As the number of existing smaller classification systems increased from three to
nine, the composition of key technology has become more subdivided throughout the
wider scope of area.
- Composition of core technologies is one of the ways to expand the certification
participation of technology development companies. Therefore, bulk-related
eco-friendly technologies are added to the existing container-centered composition
and the container technology sector is also further divided by product’s detailed
equipment unit with a wider scope of subjects for the technological development.
- As a result, the number of key green technologies increased from 14 to 54.
Establishment of certification level for the green technology certification’s key
technology
- The existing standards for the technology level are extensive and its targets are
vague. It requires improvement, specified for each key technology.
- The certification standards in the port logistics area are revised and improved
with quantifiable and objective numbers. It provides a ground on which related
technology development companies can obtain a certificate if the quantified
comparison standards fulfilled.
Improvement of green certification activation plan
- It presents improvement measures for institution and system to facilitate the
green industry by increasing the number of green technology and business
certification issuance. The measures include an increase in green certification
promotional activities and incentives, securing certification authority and
establishment of green business certification system by class.
2) Policy contribution

It presents basic data for the revision of the 2015 ‘Management Code on Green
Certification System’ for port logistics.
- Roughly five standards revisions are made, which include improvement of
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green technology certification classification system, improvement of green business
certification classification system, improvement and complementation of green
technology certification’s key technologies, establishment of the certification level for
green technology certification key technologies, improvement measures to facilitate
green certification, etc.
- The five revisions are expected to be reflected on the 2015 revised Management
Code on Green Certification System through a discussion among the Korea Institute
for the Advancement of Technology and the Korea Institute of Marine Science &
Technology Promotion, who is in charge of port logistics.
It increases the possibility that more port logistics companies would get the
certification for green technology and green industry.
- It contributes to the increase in the number of green certification issuance to
port logistics companies based on the eco-friendly technology certification revision
(draft), system and institution improvement measures.
3) Expected benefits

Facilitation of Korea’s green port logistics industry
- The green port logistics industry will be expanded as port logistics companies
develop more green technologies and increase green projects.
It will create future economic values by opening up a new market, including
development of green port logistics technologies.
- It will facilitate the green industry by shedding a new light on the green port
logistics technologies and the industries upon the enforcement of the carbon
emissions trading system from 2015.
- Leading green technologies will be secured in the port logistics industries,
contributing to securing business competitiveness and finding new growth industries
for Korea.

